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Monte Carlo Localization on Gaussian Process
Occupancy Maps for Urban Environments

Alberto Y. Hata , Fabio T. Ramos, and Denis F. Wolf

Abstract— Map-aided localization methods have been
employed for vehicle localization to overcome the limitations
of global navigation satellite system (GNSS) devices. In this
solution, sensor information is matched to the environment map
to determine the vehicle position. Occupancy grid maps (OGMs)
have been adapted for map-aided localization. However, there
are known drawbacks of OGM, such as the environment
discretization, the assumption of independence between grid
cells, and the need for dense measurements. In recent years,
Gaussian process occupancy map (GPOM) was developed to
suppress some of the OGM limitations. GPOM enables the
computation of the likelihood of occupancy at any location,
even if not directly observed by the sensor, thus representing
the environment in a continuous manner. Taking into account
the superiority of GPOM over OGM, we devise a novel
vehicle localization technique for urban environments. This
solution enables more accurate localization due to the use of
a representation that better models the real environment. The
development of the proposed method is based on Monte Carlo
localization, which is a popular map-aided localization method.
Two road features commonly found in urban cities were chosen
to build the maps: road curbs and road markings. Specifically,
the proposed localization method relies on a GPOM constructed
with curb data and an OGM built with road marking data.
Experiments were performed in real urban environments. Maps
were intentionally generated using sparse light detection and
ranging (LIDAR) data to verify the localization in non-observed
areas. The localization system was evaluated by comparing the
results with a high precision GNSS device.

Index Terms— Vehicle localization, Gaussian process occu-
pancy map, occupancy grid map, curb detection, road marking
detection, Monte Carlo localization.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE autonomous vehicles are comprised of fundamen-
tal systems, such as obstacle detection, navigation, and

localization [1]. Localization plays an important role as it
determines the vehicle position in the environment. Based on
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localization information, we can compute the position of an
obstacle and perform the path planning.

Despite the practical solution for vehicle localization is
the use of high precision Global Navigation Satellite Sys-
tem (GNSS) devices, there are external factors that hamper the
reception of satellite signals inside cities (e.g. urban canyons)
which can decrease the position accuracy or even making
it unusable [2]. To overcome the limitations of the GNSS
devices, environment maps created beforehand are employed
to aid during the vehicle localization. Through this process,
the position is estimated even in the absence of satellite

Despite the extensive use of OGM for map-aided localiza-
tion [3], [4], [7], there are some disadvantages associated with
this structure. First, OGM requires the discretization of the
environment into grid cells. Another drawback is the assump-
tion of independence between grid cells, thus the neighbor
cells are not taken into account when building the map [5].

Recently, O’Callaghan and Ramos [5] developed a novel
metric map structure named Gaussian process occupancy
map (GPOM). This map is modeled through a machine
learning method called Gaussian process (GP) [6]. Thanks
for the GP prediction robustness, non-observed areas of the
scenario are estimated from other sensor measurements and
thus a dependent model is employed. Additionally, GPOM
discards the environment discretization, therefore, space is
represented in a continuous way.

Given the advantages of GPOM, its application in vehi-
cle localization problems may increase the accuracy of the
estimated pose, once a more reliable representation of the
environment is taken into account. Moreover, the estimation
of the occupancy of unseen areas by GPOM makes it possible
to localize in such areas that was not previously observed.
The proposed localization method is based on Monte Carlo
localization (MCL) algorithm, because of its capability to
deal with ambiguous situations and noisy sensor readings.
We devise a novel measurement likelihood function to cal-
culate the particle weights, given the detected curbs and the
GPOM. Particularly, the likelihood is calculated by feeding
the free and the occupied space information obtained from
light detection and ranging (LIDAR) measurements in the
multivariate normal probability density function (MNPDF).

As stated before, OGM representation is a common
choice for map-aided vehicle localization. Generally, MCL
is employed for OGM based localization. The work of [3]
employs MCL with likelihood field laser model to obtain
the likelihood of a detected curb to match the OGM.
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The likelihood field values of the map is computed beforehand
to reduce the computing complexity. In [7], MNPDF is used
to match detected curbs and road markings to an urban
map. Following this idea, [8] proposed the use of probability
density function to calculate the measurement likelihood that
includes road marking and curb data. The main drawback of
these approaches is the dependence on a dense map which is
obtained by repetitive measurements of the same place using
high-resolution sensors. Some works also employ map match-
ing instead of MCL as in [9] and [10], but it is less tolerant
to noises than MCL and unable to recover from localization
failures. Besides OGM, other authors employ third party maps
which are represented by vector graphics and refined through
manual adjustments. In [11], transversal planes of the raw
LIDAR point cloud is matched to a Geographic Information
System (GIS) map through Iterative Closest Point algorithm.
The GIS map is also used in [12], but the measurement
likelihood of the detected curb and road marking features are
calculated through MNPDF. Similarly, [13] employed a high
definition map of the environment built from a specialized
company and integrated with a MCL. Despite GIS maps
provide accurate models of the environment, they are not
publicly available and may not provide geographic information
of any location. Regards to GP, it has already been studied to
enhance the localization, but in a different context. In [14] GP
was used to localize a robot using WiFi signal and in [15]
a dense LIDAR measurement was generated through GP to
improve MCL robustness.

Differently from these approaches, we propose a novel
vehicle localization method that integrates the GPOM rep-
resentation with MCL thus addressing OGM limitations and
producing high-resolution details of the environment as GIS
maps. Our approach enables accurate localization in partially
observed areas during the mapping stage and, in contrast to
methods that depends on fusion of several sensors for data
redundancy [10], it supports sparse or incomplete measure-
ments gathered from a single sensor. The main contributions
of this paper are: (a) a localization method that relies on
a continuous representation to estimate the occupancy of
unseen areas (GPOM); (b) accurate localization in regions that
were not observed during the mapping stage; (c) a technique
for overall mapping and localization performed with a low
resolution and inexpensive sensor; and (d) the formulation
of a new MCL likelihood function based on MNPDF that
takes into account the uncertainty of the occupancy predicitons
from GPOM.

The remaining paper is organized as follows: Section II
describes the road reconstruction through Gaussian process
occupancy mapping, as well as the strategies to represent large
areas; Section III describes the proposed localization method
and the measurement likelihood model that supports GPOM;
and finally Section IV describes the performed experiments in
real urban streets and the obtained results.

II. GAUSSIAN PROCESS OCCUPANCY MAP

The GPOM is based on a supervised machine learn-
ing method named Gaussian process (GP). The mapping
process estimates the occupancy of any point by obtaining the

relationship between the sensor measurements. In this work,
the GPOM is constructed from the detected road features.

A. Road Feature Detection

Urban maps are composed of environmental structures that
are extracted from sensor measurements. Here, we focus on
the detection of two road structures: curbs and road markings.
These features are used to build the urban maps and later dur-
ing the localization. Precisely, the GPOMs were constructed
based on curb data and additionally, they can be combined
OGMs built with road markings. Details of curb and road
marking detection methods are described in [16].

B. Gaussian Process

The central idea of GP is to explore the correlation between
input and its corresponding target values through a given
kernel (covariance function) [6]. GP is generally employed
in regression problems with the advantage of having a fast
learning process and being tolerant to noise in the train-
ing dataset [17]. Differently from other regression methods,
GP does not require a prior definition of the basis function of
the curve that models the dataset (i.e. non-parametric).

More precisely, a GP consists of a multivariate Gaussian
distribution modeling the function space of a dataset
D = {xi , yi }N

i=1, where xi ∈ R
D and yi ∈ R. The model

is fully specified by a mean function μ(x), and a covariance
function k(x, x�). The covariance function is also known as
kernel.

The GP prior of a query data x∗ (i.e. the test value) is a
Gaussian distribution with mean 0 and variance given by the
covariance of the query point as follows:

y∗ = N (0, k(x∗, x∗)). (1)

Given the GP prior and conditioning on the training
dataset D, the posterior y∗ is also a Gaussian:

p(y∗|D, x∗) = N (μ(x∗), σ (x∗)). (2)

The mean and the variance of the posterior are represented
respectively by μ(x∗) and σ(x∗), which are obtained by:

μ(x∗) = k(x∗, x)T [k(x, x) + σ 2
n I ]−1 y, (3)

σ(x∗) = k(x∗, x∗) − k(x∗, x)[k(x, x) + σ 2
n I ]−1k(x∗, x), (4)

where σn is the global noise value of the dataset D. The
Gaussian Process of x∗ is also denoted as GP(μ(x∗), σ (x∗)).
Detailed explanation about GP theory can be found in [6]
and [17].

C. Gaussian Process Mapping

A single LIDAR beam is geometrically equivalent to a line
with a starting and ending point. The end point is where
the beam hit an object and the extent between start and
end points is the space free of obstacles. Therefore, two
types of observation arise from a single beam with a valid
measurement: a point representing the occupied area and a line
representing the free space. Hence, values of the dataset D are
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expressed as xi ∈ {x; l(u, v)|x, u, v ∈ R
2}, where x denotes a

point observation and l(u, v) a line observation with u and v
as the line boundary points.

Changing the mean and variance formulations of
Equation 3 and Equation 4 to the mapping context,
xi corresponds to the LIDAR beam positions and yi ∈ [0, 1]
to the occupancy values of xi, specifically, 0 for free and 1
for occupied location. To predict the occupancy at xi, GP
results are squashed into [0, 1] interval through a sigmoid
function. Details of the GP mapping method can be found
in [5] and [19].

D. Information Theoretic Compression of Training Data

When gathering sensor data, redundant measurements are
inevitably collected which could be eliminated for comput-
ing speed up. The unnecessary data can be discarded by
adapting the information-theoretic compression of LIDAR data
proposed by [18]. The idea behind the compression is to
evaluate the mutual information of a measurement and the
current dataset. In other words, only those readings that reduce
the uncertainty about the environment are stored. Formally,
the mutual information of the measurement set Z and the
map m which represents the environment is given by:

I (m; Z) = H (m) − H (m|Z), (5)

where I denotes the mutual information and H the entropy.
Here m is an occupancy grid map which assumes indepen-
dence between measurements.

To reduce the uncertainty, we must obtain the subset Z∗
of Z in which:

Z∗ = argmax
Z⊆Z1..n,|Z |≤n

H (m) − H (m|Z), (6)

where n is the number of measurements.
The conditional entropy H (m|Z) is given by the mean value

of the entropy of each single measurement z from Z :

H (m|Z) =
∫

z
p(z)H (m|z)dz. (7)

From this, the conditional entropy of a single measurement
can be calculated by:

H (m|z) =
∑
C∈m

H (C|z) = −
∑
C∈m

∑
c∈C

p(c|z) log p(c|z), (8)

where C denotes a set of cells and c a single cell from map m.
The value of the occupancy p(c|z) can be retrieved through
the inverse sensor model method.

In order to simplify the compression, we calculate H (m|z)
of all measurements Z and remove those that results in a
conditional entropy lower than the average H (m|Z). Here
we consider each LIDAR beam as a single measurement z.
Therefore the resulting subset Z∗ is formed by measurements
that satisfy the following condition:

Z∗ = {z ∈ Z | H (m|z) ≤ H (m|Z)} . (9)

E. Mixture of Gaussian Processes

Instead of generating one single map, the environment can
be split into smaller regions and then produced a set of
GPOMs. The strategy of using several GPs is named mixture
of GPs and its application for mapping was proposed by [19].

The first step of the mixture of GPOMs is to cluster the
measurement data according to certain criteria. In the current
work, k-means clustering method was applied. Given a dataset
with N sensor measurements and the maximum number of
measurements S that each GP must handle, the number of
clusters (GP mixtures) κ is set as:.

κ ≥ N

S
. (10)

After clustering, for each measurement subset {zi }κi=1, a cor-
responding centroid {ci }κi=1 and a unique GP expert {ε}κi=1 is
associated with it.

When building the environment map, a set of test points
T = {d j }M

j=1 must be evaluated. A gating network evaluates
which expert should be chosen to infer the occupancy of the
test points. For a test point d j , we associate the expert εi

whose corresponding cluster ci is the closest to this point.

III. MONTE CARLO LOCALIZATION WITH GPOM

Monte Carlo localization (also known as particle filter
localization) is based on Bayes filter and importance sampling
theories to estimate the robot position from sensor measure-
ments and environment map. The most likely robot poses are
represented by a set of particles that is iteratively updated as
new sensor observations are obtained [14]. In each iteration,
those particles that produce a better matching of the measure-
ment with the map are maintained in the set. Occupancy grid
maps are commonly used, therefore adaptations are necessary
to support GPOM.

In a probabilistic way, MCL estimates the probability den-
sity function (PDF) of the posterior of p(xk|z1:k, m), where
the robot position is represented by xk = {xk, yk, θk} (2D pose
and orientation), the robot measurement is represented by zk ,
the time stamp as k and m as the environment map.

A. General MCL Algorithm

The MCL algorithm starts by randomly distributing particles
over the environment. The density of p(xk|z1:k, m) is repre-
sented by the particle set Sk = {

si
k; i = 1, 2, ..., n

}
, where n

is the number of particles and k represents the time stamp.
Each particle si

k stores the position xi
k (latitude, longitude, and

orientation) and the importance weight wi
k that represents the

position certainty.
In each MCL iteration, Sk is updated through an auxiliary

particle set S�
k . Three steps comprise the particle set update:

1) Prediction step: The motion update step estimates the
position xi

k of particles s�i
k . The position is calculated

by the probability p(xk|xk−1, uk−1), where x and u
correspond to the robot position and the robot motion,
respectively. The motion may be obtained by wheel
encoder, IMU or GPS sensor. The estimated density is
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given as:

p̂(xk |z1:k−1, m) =
n∑

i=1

p(xk|si
k−1, uk−1). (11)

2) Update step: The measurement update step incorporates
the sensor data zk and map m to calculate the posterior
density p̂(xk |zk). This step calculates the likelihood
of s�i

k to generate the zk given m:

p̂(xk |z1:k, m) ∝ p(zk|xk, m) p̂(xk |z1:k−1, m). (12)

Importance sampling approximates an unknown distrib-
ution f (x) from an approximated distribution g(x) by
weighting each sample with the term w = f (x)

g(x) . Using
importance sampling to estimate the density we have:

p(xk |z1:k, m) = p(zk|xk, m) p̂(xk|z1:k−1, m)

p̂(xk|z1:k−1, m)
(13)

= p(zk|xk, m). (14)

To simplify, this term is expressed as:

wi
k = p(zk|xk, m), (15)

where, wi
k is the weight of the particle si

k .
3) Resampling step: n particles are chosen randomly

from S�
k (with replacement). Those particles with higher

weights have proportional probability to be selected. The
chosen particles replace the current Sk set.

B. Likelihood Function for GPOM

In our measurement likelihood function, occupancy and
geometric information are used. First, to get the occupancy
information, LIDAR end point poses are obtained for each
particle si

k , given its position (xi
k, yi

k, θ
i
k) and the current

measurement zk = {(r j
k , a j

k ), j = 1, 2, · · · , l}:
pi

k = {pi, j
k ; j = 1, 2, · · · , n}, (16)

pi, j
k =

(
xi

k + r j
k cos(a j

k + θ i
k), yi

k + r j
k sin(a j

k + θ i
k)

)
, (17)

where r j
k and a j

k denote the measurement zk range distance and
beam angle of beam index j , respectively, and l is the number
of beams. We highlight that i corresponds to the particle index
and pi, j

k is the end point position of the beam j .
From the list of LIDAR end point poses pi

k , occupancy mean
and variance are obtained from each LIDAR beam end point
through GP prediction:

occupancyi
k =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

GP
(
μ(pi,1

k ), σ (pi,1
k )

)

GP
(
μ(pi,2

k ), σ (pi,2
k )

)
...

GP
(
μ(pi,l

k ), σ (pi,l
k )

)

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

, (18)

mi
k =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣

μ(pi,1
k )

μ(pi,2
k )

...

μ(pi,l
k )

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦, vi

k =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣

σ(pi,1
k )

σ (pi,2
k )
...

σ (pi,l
k )

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦, (19)

where mi
k and vi

k corresponds to the mean and variance values
obtained from pi

k .
Using solely occupancy information can easily lead to

ambiguous position estimation as it results in particles headed
to any obstacle. Therefore, the geometric information of the
LIDAR measurements has been included into the likelihood
model. We used the distance di

k between the particle to the first
point along the LIDAR beam direction which has occupancy
mean higher than 0.99. Essentially, a LIDAR measurement
is simulated from the particle pose to determine how far the
particle is to the obstacle. For this, ray-casting is employed in
each LIDAR beam.

di
k =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣

di,1
k

di,2
k
...

di,l
k

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦, (20)

where, di, j
k is the distance from si

k pose to the closest obstacle
along the direction given by beam j .

From this, it is possible to obtain the error εi
k between

the measured range and the distance di
k in terms of squared

difference:

εi
k =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣

(r1
k − di,1

k )2

(r2
k − di,2

k )2

...

(r l
k − di,l

k )2

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦ =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣

εi,1
k

εi,2
k
...

εi,l
k

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦. (21)

Two arrays are formed by combining the occupancy and the
distance information associated with particle si

k :

μi
k =

[
mi

k
di

k

]
, σ i

k =
[

vi
k

εi
k

]
, (22)

where μi
r and σ i

r consolidates the mean and variance values
extracted from the measurement zk .

Finally, to calculate the particle weight wi
k , we estimate the

likelihood to obtain the values of μi
k from the distribution

given by the measurement zk . This is done by connecting the
measurement and the particle information in the multivariate
normal probability density function:

wi
k = p(zk |xi

k, m) (23)

= p(z�
k |xi

k,μ
i
k,�

i
k) (24)

= 1

2
√

π |�| 1
2

exp

(
1

2
(z�

k − μi
k)

T �−1(z�
k − μi

k)

)
, (25)

where, �i
k is the covariance matrix with σ i

k as the diagonal
values and z�

k contains measurement values extracted from zk .
The matrix representation of �i

k and z�
k is given as follows:

z�
k =

[
Ul

ri
k

]
, �i

k = diag

(
vi

k
εi

k

)
, (26)

with Ul = [1, 1, · · · , 1]T
l as a unitary array with l rows and

ri
k = {r j

k , j = 1, 2, · · · , l} as the range values. The unitary
array represents the occupancy values of the end points of zk

(i.e. all end points fall in an occupied area).
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Fig. 1. Environment maps generated from Track 1. (a) environment and the
path used to gather mapping data; (b) LIDAR data used in the mapping as
well as the clustered data; (c) OGM of Track 1; and (d) GPOM of Track 1.

C. Likelihood for Multiple Map Sources

The proposed MCL uses GPOM built from curb data,
but also supports OGM constructed with road marking data
for a more accurate localization. To integrate both maps,
curb and road marking observations are processed separately.
The likelihood of curb observations are calculated through
Equation 25 and the likelihood of road marking observations
are evaluated through the LIDAR likelihood field model.
The MCL likelihood equation that takes into account both
measurements is given as:

wi
k = p(zcurb

k |xi
k, mgpom) × p(zrmark

k |xi
k, mogm), (27)

where zcurb
k , zrmark

k , mgpom and mogm represent the curb
observation, road marking observation, OGM and GPOM,
respectively.

IV. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

Experiments were performed in real urban environments
using the Carina II autonomous vehicle prototype [1].
For environment perception, a Velodyne HDL-32E multilayer
LIDAR sensor was employed. This sensor returns a 3D point
cloud with intensity values in each measurement. In mapping
experiments, a Septentrio AsteRx2eH PRO was used to obtain
the GNSS-RTK measurements. This device was further used

Fig. 2. Environment maps generated from Track 2. (a) environment and the
path used to gather mapping data; (b) LIDAR data used in the mapping as
well as the clustered data; (c) OGM of Track 2; and (d) GPOM of Track 2.

to obtain the ground truth poses of localization experiments.
Moreover, the Yumo 1024 P/R rotary encoder was adopted to
retrieve the odometry data for MCL prediction step.

Here the combination of MCL with GPOM and the com-
bination MCL with OGM are denoted as MCL-GPOM and
MCL-OGM, respectively. The following sections describe the
mapping and localization experiments and the obtained results.
The MCL-GPOM results are also compared to the MCL-OGM
localization approach.

A. Environment Mapping
Resulting curb and road marking point clouds obtained

from the detection methods were georeferenced (through
GNSS-RTK) before mapping. From this, curb data was
employed to build GPOM and road marking data to build
OGM.

Two datasets were employed for mapping experiments,
referred here as Track 1 and Track 2. These datasets consist
of sensor data collected from streets inside the Campus 2 of
USP São Carlos. Though each dataset contains sensor log of
three laps, just one was used for mapping. The path covered
by each dataset is denoted by the blue lines in Figure 1(a)
and Figure 2(a). Track 1 is a 770 m long path and Track 2 is
a 1749 m long path. Measurements were gathered during low
traffic and the vehicle run at approximately 40 km/h.

Experiments and results of curb mapping and road marking
mapping are presented in the following subsections.

1) Curb Mapping: Before mapping, 3D point clouds of the
detected curbs are converted into 2D LIDAR range data to
extract free and occupied space information. This processes
is also necessary to generate 2D top view representations of
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Fig. 3. Amplified regions of maps generated from Track 1 (A, B and C) and Track 2 (D and E). Blue and red colors are associated with free and occupied
areas, respectively.

the environment (localization is performed on 2D maps). For
this, it is simulated in the detected 3D curb points, a 360◦
LIDAR scan parallel to the ground and configured to return
at maximum 90 equally spaced LIDAR beams (45 directed
forward and 45 directed backward, corresponding to 1/4 of
conventional LIDAR scan sensor resolution). Therefore, this
conversion process results in up to 90 valid range values
sampled from the curb points. The set of LIDAR scan data
generated from curb points was georeferenced to form the
mapping dataset. This dataset was then reduced through infor-
mation theoretic data compression method to remove redun-
dant measurements (subsection II-D). The resulting training
dataset for Track 1 and Track 2 is formed by 17252 (39.88%
reduction) and 11830 (40.03% reduction) LIDAR beams
(i.e. lines and points), respectively. Training data measure-
ments are illustrated in Figure 1(b) and Figure 2(b).

It is important to notice that the curb detection itself returns
a sparse point cloud and it is additionally reduced to induce

the production of unseen areas. As the set of measurements
of a single loop is used, the resulting mapping dataset is
considerably sparse if considered the track extent.

The GP classifier kernel was set with squared exponential
and the hyper-parameters were trained with gradient descent
method. To reduce the computational cost, the training dataset
was clustered to form 15 GP experts. All GP experts use the
same hyper-parameters for occupancy inference.

To build the GPOM, test points must be provided to the GP
model to obtain the GP mean and variance of the environment
space. For this, a test dataset containing evenly spaced (x, y)
points with 0.10 cm spacing that covers all the scenario was
used. The occupancy of each point is inferred by the closest
GP expert. The dataset portion associated to each GP expert is
represented by a distinct color in Figure 1(b) and Figure 2(b).
The inferred mean and variance values are then fed to the
squashing function to classify the occupancy of the query
locations (Figure 1(d) and Figure 2(d)).
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Fig. 4. Generated maps from the road marking data of Track 1. (a) binary
OGM and (b) likelihood filed map of the OGM.

In order to validate the resulting GPOM, OGMs configured
with 0.10 m, 0.20 m and 0.30 m resolution were built using
the same curb data. These resolutions depict fine to moderate
grained grids that are commonly employed in localization
problems [7]. The 0.10 m resolution OGM of Track 1 and
Track 2 are presented in Figure 1(c) and Figure 2(c).

Figure 3 presents five amplified parts (denoted by letters
A to E) of GPOM and OGM built with different resolutions.
It is noticed the presence of gaps in the OGM independently
of the resolution, while GPOM generates a uniform surface.
From the overall view of Figure 3, the road area (blue color)
and the curb obstacle (red color) is better highlighted in GPOM
than in OGM. Moreover, GPOM defines a continuous region
of transition between occupied and free areas.

2) Road Marking Mapping: Differently from curbs, road
markings were represented exclusively through OGM because
of the irregularity (in contrast to curbs, road markings are
not present in every Velodyne frame) and they are used as
an auxiliary support during localization. In this sense, road
markings are mainly designated to provide supplementary
information for measurement likelihood model at places that
curbs fail to obtain accurate position estimation.

The road marking mapping process consists on projecting
the georeferenced road marking point cloud in a discrete
binary OGM. As a result, rather than using occupancy grid
mapping algorithm, cells associated to road markings are
directly marked as occupied. In this sense, the final map is
a binary grid where the cells inform the presence or absence
of road marking.

The obtained road marking maps for Track 1 and Tack 2 are
shown in Figure 4 and Figure 5. Maps were configured with
0.10 m cell resolution.

B. Vehicle Localization in Urban Environments
The vehicle localization is performed by MCL method

adapted to support curb (GPOM) and road marking (OGM)
maps. The position prior is obtained by a high-precision GNSS
device. In this sense, the MCL follows tracking localization
approach. The odometry motion model relies on wheel encoder
measurements. In all experiments, MCL was configured to use

Fig. 5. Generated maps from the road marking data of Track 2. (a) binary
OGM and (b) likelihood filed map of the OGM.

1000 particles. Here MCL combined with OGM (standard
MCL) and MCL combined with GPOM is referred
as MCL-GPOM and MCL-GPOM, respectively. Basically,
MCL-OGM solution is employed to evaluate MCL-GPOM
results. The same datasets were used for MCL-OGM and
MCL-GPOM experiments.

For the MCL-GPOM, occupancy values of the scenario
were precomputed in order to make the method computa-
tionally tractable. For this, occupancy of a set of evenly
spaced points (0.10 m spacing) was evaluated by the GPOM
model. The inference results were stored in a matrix and
accessed during likelihood calculation. Despite approximating
the GPOM to a fine-grained grid, it still provides richer infor-
mation of the environment than OGM due to the estimation of
occupancy of unseen areas. Particle weights are updated using
the multivariate normal probability distribution function as in
Equation 25.

We conducted localization experiments in scenarios of
Tracks 1 and 2 during low traffic. The vehicle run at
approximately 30 km/h to 45 km/h. In each track, we per-
formed one experiment using only curb measurement and
a second experiment using both curb and road marking
measurements. To incorporate road marking observations in
the curb measurement model, multimap likelihood model is
employed (Equation 27). We highlight that the datasets used
in the localization experiment are different from the mapping
datasets.

The localization results are given by longitudinal (x),
lateral (y), orientation (θ ) and euclidean (xy) position offsets.
These errors (offsets) are given by the absolute difference of
the estimated and the ground truth position (gathered by a
GNSS-RTK device). The following subsections describe the
localization results obtained in each scenario.

1) Track 1: Localization errors (mean and variance) of
the methods using just curb and using both curb and road
marking observations are listed in Table I(a) and Table I(b),
respectively.

Table I(a) shows that MCL-GPOM delivered lower longitu-
dinal, lateral and euclidean errors than MCL-OGM, despite
a slightly higher orientation error. The proposed solution
delivered lateral and longitudinal errors more than 0.10 m
smaller compared to the best MCL-OGM result (0.30 m
grid). Analyzing the euclidean error which takes into account
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Fig. 6. Localization errors superimposed in the traveled path of Track 1 and Track 2. (a)–(b) MCL-OGM using curb and both curb and road marking
observations. (c)–(d) MCL-GPOM using curb and both curb and road marking observations. Black and red lines depicts the estimated and ground truth poses,
respectively. Green and blue circles represent the particle variances and euclidean errors, respectively.

TABLE I

DETAILS OF THE TRACKS USED IN THE MAPPING AND

LOCALIZATION EXPERIMENTS

lateral and longitudinal components, a 0.15 m lower error was
observed. A similar behavior was produced when including the
road marking data as shows Table I(b). In this setting, a more
significant reduction in euclidean error was observed (approx-
imately 0.25 m).

Error results depicted along the track are illustrated in the
first row of Figure 6. The poses estimated by MCL are plotted
together with the ground truth. For a better visualization of the
displacement between the estimated poses and ground truth,
the euclidean error at each location is represented by blue
circles. The particle variance (i.e. the particle cluster size)
which corresponds to the MCL convergence is depicted by
green ellipses.

As the curb data is ambiguous in the longitudinal direction,
MCL produced larger euclidean errors in a straight path and a
smaller error in the curves. Moreover, the error is reduced by
adding road marking information in the MCL approaches. This
effect is more expressive around longer straight paths. Though

Fig. 7. Localization errors of Track 1. First row: localization using curb
observations. Second row: localization using both curb and road marking
observations. Values closer to 0 are associated to lower errors. Blue and red
lines represent the MCL-OGM and MCL-GPOM approaches, respectively.

the influence of the road marking type in the localization error
was not explicitly analyzed, it can be seen in Table II that
regions with pedestrian crossing or dashed lane have lower
euclidean errors compared to those with continuous lane.

The localization error values (lateral, longitudinal and
euclidean) in relation to the traveled distance are shown
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TABLE II

TRACK 1 LOCALIZATION ERRORS. ABSOLUTE AVERAGE LONGITUDINAL (x ), LATERAL (y), EUCLIDEAN (xy) AND ANGULAR (θ ) ERRORS.
(A) TRACK 1 – MCL USING CURB OBSERVATIONS. (B) TRACK 1 – MCL WITH CURB AND ROAD MARKING OBSERVATIONS

TABLE III

TRACK 2 LOCALIZATION ERRORS. ABSOLUTE AVERAGE LONGITUDINAL (x ), LATERAL (y), EUCLIDEAN (xy) AND ANGULAR (θ ) ERRORS.
(A) TRACK 2 – MCL USING CURB OBSERVATIONS. (B) TRACK 2 – MCL WITH CURB AND ROAD MARKING OBSERVATIONS

Fig. 8. Localization errors of Track 2. First row: localization using curb
observations. Second row: localization using both curb and road marking
observations. Values closer to 0 are associated to lower errors.

in Figure 7. Each plot shows both MCL-GPOM (red line) and
MCL-OGM (blue line) errors. In these graphs, MCL-GPOM
approaches produced errors closer to zero than MCL-OGM.
This means that MCL-GPOM returned lower errors than
MCL-OGM.

2) Track 2: Experiments in Track 2 was performed in
the same conditions as in Track 1. Obtained errors of the
localization methods using only curb and both curb and road
marking observations are listed in Table II(a) and Table II(b),

respectively. This scenario produced slightly higher localiza-
tion errors for MCL-OGM using just curb features due to the
higher sparsity of the map. However, the error was reduced
by incorporating road marking measurements. The MCL-
GPOM approach delivered lower results than MCL-OGM in
all categories. Nonetheless, we didn’t observe a considerable
error reduction by adding road marking features.

In numerical terms, the GPOM approach resulted in almost
0.30 m lower lateral and longitudinal errors compared to
MCL-OGM approach using 0.10 m resolution map (resulted in
the best results of MCL-OGM approach) when used just curb
observations. This difference is reduced to less than 0.10 m
after including the road marking information.

The localization errors of MCL-OGM configured with
0.10 m resolution and MCL-GPOM obtained along the path
are illustrated in the second row of Figure 6. It is possible to
notice a considerable higher euclidean error and particle vari-
ance in the MCL-OGM approaches, especially in the straight
paths. As mentioned before, the map sparsity interfered in the
measurement likelihood calculation which resulted in larger
errors. Detailed graph showing the error value according to
the traveled distance is illustrated in Figure 8. Notice that
MCL-GPOM errors are closer to zero compared to
MCL-OGM.

V. CONCLUSION

This paper proposes a new approach of MCL which uses
GPOM (MCL-GPOM) representation to estimate the vehicle
position with an accuracy superior to the standard MCL.
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The main advantage of the proposed solution is the possibility
to deal with sparse LIDAR data and calculate the measurement
likelihood of unobserved areas. The developed localization
system relies on a GPOM built from curb data extracted from
sparse LIDAR measurements. Thanks to the robustness of
the GP inference, occupancy of unobserved areas of the road
extent could be estimated and generated a continuous map.
As the exclusive use of curb information in the MCL may
produce ambiguous particle positions, the road marking data
was additionally employed.

Precisely, the likelihood function is based on multivariate
normal probability density function that takes into account
the occupancy and variance values of whole LIDAR beam.
We performed localization experiments in two scenarios and
the results compared to the MCL using OGM (MCL-OGM).
In the first one, it was obtained at least 0.13 m lower
longitudinal and lateral errors for MCL-GPOM. The euclidean
error was 0.16 m smaller for MCL-GPOM. Including the road
marking observations, our solution still provided better results
and reducing the longitudinal, lateral and euclidean errors to
0.4059 m, 0.2795 m and 0.5194 m respectively.

For future works, we propose to represent the road marking
data through GPOM and integrate with the GPOM built with
curb data. Moreover, the computational complexity will be
explored to reduce the processing time of the localization
method. This also includes the GP inference computation in
each MCL timestamp instead of using precomputed values of
mean and variance of the environment space. Additionally,
information gathered from other sensors (e.g. camera, radar)
is pretended to be fused in the GPOM map for a richer
representation of the urban environment.
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